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B--2A Spirit
Last Modified 22 April 2010

BAQ MODULE
Airframe
Call Sign
Instructor Pilot Required
Time of day
Minimum Flight Time
Weather Setup
ATC required
MOA Authorised
Multiple Aircraft

1-2
B-2
Assigned
No
Day
2 Hours
VMC
No
Yes
No

Required Documentation
13 BS Pilot’s Guide
Whiteman Charts (available at airnav.com)
Whiteman Terminal Sectional (available at Skyvector.com)
Overhead Break Document
th

Special Notes
Keep in mind that the B-2 does not have any flaps, in order to slow the
aircraft speed brakes must employed. When deploying ensure that the speeds
are suitable as not to cause any damage to the aircraft.
In this module you will be required to use the Truman MOA, make sure that
you have read the pilot guide for the altitude restrictions, and if ATC is
present make sure that you advise him that you will be using the MOA.
At Whiteman the Overhead pattern Altitude is 2400’ MSL and the traffic
pattern conducted at 1900’ MSL

Learning Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To practice visual navigation within the Whiteman Terminal Area.
Determine the stall speed of the B-2 in various flight configurations.
Calculate the speed for slow flight and practice slow flight within the MOA.
To perform steep turns and touch & go operations.
To practice the use of the B-2 autopilot.
Demonstrate the knowledge and skill to fly an Overhead Approach.

Instructions
1. Study maps of the Truman MOA and familiarize yourself with the terrain.
2. Research the techniques for flying an Overhead Approach through the AETC
Resource Center.
3. File a VFR light plan and in Route place “Local Ops”. Under “Remarks” add
– REQ MOA ACT/TRUMAN C BELOW 150.
4. Proceed to start engines
5. Before departing familiarize yourself with the autopilots settings and comm.
programming.
6. Once Pre-Taxi checks are complete, and taxi to the active runway.
7. Squawk 1200 and depart straight out using the autopilot to control your
altitude & heading. Maintain 250 KIAS.
8. Climb to 6,500 ft MSL heading South to intercept the Truman Reservoir.
9. Reaching the reservoir, continue south to reach the main body. Climb to
10,500’ MSL. Make sure you stay clear of the 3NM exclusion zone around
the city of Warsaw
10.Conduct “air work” in this general area and east.
11.Using the autopilot, practice turns to left and right, climbing and descending
turns, etc.
12.While over the Truman Dam, heading east, reduce airspeed to 130 KIAS.
13.Slowly reduce airspeed below 130 KIAS until the autopilot will no longer hold
altitude or a stall begins. Note this airspeed and engine power settings.
14.Multiply the Stall Airspeed time 1.3 to determine the speed for slow flight.
15.Using slow flight, make a 180-degree turn and return to the Truman Dam.

16.Practice making turns to the right and left in slow flight. Note how sluggish the
aircraft responds. Make a mental note to never allow the aircraft to slow down
to this speed in normal flight.
17.Repeat steps 10-14 with the Speed Brake deployed. Note the engine power
settings.
18.Increase the airspeed to 300 KIAS and fly directly to KSZL.
19.Descend to 2,400’ MSL before reaching 10 nm from the field.
20.Call a five-mile initial for the Overhead Approach to Rwy 1 and perform a goaround.
21.Depart 15nm to the south at 2,400 KIAS and 300 KIAS.
22.Return to the KSZL, repeating #20 above. On the go-around, accelerate to
250 KIAS and remain in the pattern. (If prevailing winds favour Runway 19,
continue upwind until 10 nm north of the field and return for an overhead to
Runway 19. Make a full stop landing.
23.You may depart again and practice the same procedures from UPT 1-1 to
complete your required time in this module.

